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Chapter One 

INTRODUCTION 

 1.1. RATIONALE  

In many aspects, language, or more specific, language usage 

makes great contributions to creating literature. Through language, 

literature is an enormous treasure of a nation. In its turn, literature 

plays an requisite part in language as well as in life and it helps us to 

recognize see the  world in multilevels of our emotion; especially the 

emotion that grows from language in use.  

One of the elements makes the language in literature more 

lively, imaginable and expressive is rhetorical figure – art of using 

language effectively and persuasively. It is conspicuous that the 

readers can be appealed by the stories containing stylistic factors. 

The more they are used, the more flexible and diverse the language 

will be. The power they bring is not merely in the words but the 

meaning they convey. Rhetorical figures are considered the essential 

and indispensable phenomenon in literary work. 

Nguyen Du is a great poet of Vietnam and also an influential 

poet of world literature. He is famous for Truyen Kieu - a 

masterpiece of all eras - one of the most beautiful and typical gems 

of Vietnamese as well as the world literature treasure. In his work, 

there is a large of rhetorical styles that were used to describe 

characters, landscapes or behaviour. These words and expressions 

are so lively and have a great expressive value. Nguyen Du was very 

talented when using stylistic devices perfectly to relate an insight to 

the reader. Metonymy is one of the stylistic devices which is 

skillfully used  through “ Truyen Kieu” and it becomes  a powerful 

tool to intensify the ideas, aspirations and intentions of the author. 

Metonymy in this masterpiece helps us to perceive the depth of the 

meaning and the thickness of literary form. Metonymy has a lot of 
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uses in language, it does not only create ornate and flowery words, 

but also bring the word‟s meaning and thanks to that, metonymy 

contributes to diversity of literature. Generally, metonymy is used in 

developing literary symbolism, meaning it gives more profound 

meanings to otherwise common ideas and objects. Texts exhibit 

deeper or hidden meanings, thus drawing readers‟ attention. In 

addition, the use of metonymy helps achieve conciseness. For 

instance, “Rifles were guarding the gate” is more concise than “The 

guards with rifles in their hands were guarding the gate.” 

Furthermore, like other literary elements, metonymy is 

employed to add a poetic color to words to make them come to life. 

The simple ordinary things are described in a creative way to insert 

this “life” factor to literary works. Let‟s consider some examples 

below to undestand more about metonymy in this work: 

“Đàn bà dễ có mấy tay 

Đời xưa mấy mặt đời này mấy gan” 

These words „ tay‟, „mặt‟ or „gan‟ do not illustrate the literal 

sense of body‟s parts „hand‟, „ face‟ or „liver‟, but they are used to 

show the person in their figurative sense. The author used some parts 

of body to indicate the person. Here are words that Kieu refers to 

Hoan Thu and Kieu means a person who is malicious, harsh and 

cruel like Hoan Thu is rare.  

Or  

“Dập dìu tài tử giai nhân 

Ngựa xe như nước áo quần như nêm” 

In this case, the author use container for person contained. The 

image of “ngựa xe”, “áo quần” do not refer to things that we use to 

wear or to move around, they are stylistic images that indicate to 

people inside these things. Therefore, “ngựa xe” and “áo quần” 

illustrate ladies and gentlemen who took part in the fair. The way of 

https://literarydevices.net/symbolism/
https://literarydevices.net/literary-devices/
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using metonymy in these sentences highlights a crowded picture with 

full of people but it was harmonious and sharp. 

The use of rhetoric in literature has great impact on the 

readers, so a deeper linguistic investigation of this literary work 

seems rewarding in the sense that it can reveal different stylistic 

features of the author and brings a lot of helpful knowledge.  

However, it is hard to comprehend all of the beauty of 

vocabularies as well as the author‟s intention in English version. In 

English equivalent, these devices will not be translated or they will 

be transfer to another devices and vice versa. It is clearly seen that 

the readers will not get the whole meaning of this. 

“ Fair ladies passed along, 

and noble, well-dressed gentlement. 

The crowds divided when 

each vehicle and horse would pass.” 

Therefore, I hope the comparison of usage of this style in 

Truyen Kieu and its English version may partly help the readers or 

language learners have deeper understanding about the story.  

That is the reason why I carry out this thesis: “Metonymic 

expression in Truyen Kieu by Nguyen Du and its English 

equivalents” with the hope that it will contribute a thorough look 

about images that the author used with different purposes, 

simultaneously, it helps readers, writers, teachers and students have 

deeper understanding about this work between Vietnamese and 

English version in terms of translation and interpretation. Moreover, 

the analysis make us understand the whole meaning of the text and 

understand language more effectively. Therefore, we will have a 

deeper sight to the cultures of the two countries and realize the 

beauty of each language. 

1.2. AIMS AND OBJECTIVES  
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1.2.1. Aims 

This study is aimed to:  

- Clarify the functions of  metonymy - one of the stylistic 

devices in general, and how it is used popularly in Truyen Kieu. 

- Find out how the metonymic expressions of Truyen Kieu are 

translated into English in a particular English version. 

1.2.2. Objectives 

The researcher tries to reach the following objectives:  

To achieve the aim of the study, the following objectives are 

intended: 

To find out the metonymic expressions in Truyen Kieu based 

on metonymy‟s referring functions. 

To find out the English equivalents of MEs in Truyen Kieu 

through translation procedures/ methods. 

1.3. RESEARCH QUESTIONS  

The study is carried out in order to seek the answers to the 

following questions:  

What are the metonymic expressions used in Nguyen Du‟s 

Truyen Kieu? 

What translation techniques are typically used in translating 

those expressions? 

1.4. SCOPE OF THE STUDY  

There are many versions of Truyen Kieu in both original 

version and its English version. However, in the scope of this study, I 

focus on the book Truyen Kieu - bilingual Vietnamese – English, 

translation of by Michael Counsell (2017) to research. The 

investigation focuses on the analysis and classify of metonymic 

expressions in Truyen Kieu base on metonymy‟s referring functions 

and their equivalents in English version bases on the theory of 

translation of NewMark. 
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1.5. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY  

With the aim to focus on the metonymic expressions in 

Vietnamese and their English equivalents, the study will provide 

helpful information and knowledge for learners in using this stylistic 

feature creatively and effectively.  

The discovery of the study can be a considerable source of 

reference for teachers, learners and those who share the same interest 

in studying metonymy. Moreover, in some ways, language learners 

can get some tips to master in translating or use them in real 

conversations.  

1.6. ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY   

  

Chapter Two 

LITERATURE REVIEW AND  THEORETICAL 

BACKGROUND  

2.1. LITERATURE REVIEW  

With literature‟s long history, rhetorical figures play an 

important role and they are almost indispensible factors in literature. 

Metonymy is one of the rhetorical figures and it has been carried out 

in a large number of researches with different theories and views of 

metonymy by many researchers in Vietnam and all over the world. 

Sometimes, it is so ambiguous for us to distinguist between 

metonymy and metaphor in some cases, so let take a look at the 

comparisons of some authors between metonymy and metaphor. The 

famous linguist Jakobson (1956) has pointed out that the basic 

difference between metaphor and metonymy is that metaphor is 

based on similarity or comparison while metonymy is on contiguity.  

However, the dividing line between metaphor and metonymy is by 

no mean clear cut, with some researchers (Dirven, 2003) arguing that 

literal language, metonymy and metaphor are best viewed as sitting 
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along a continuum ranging from literal language through to 

metaphor, with metonymy sitting in the middle. There is by no 

means a consensus regarding the nature of the difference between 

metaphor and metonymy. Lakoff & Turner (1989, p.103) have 

pointed out some distinguishing features that in metaphor there are 

two conceptual domains, while metonymy involves only one 

conceptual domain. Besides, Roman Jakobson (1971) was convinced 

that the metaphoric and the metonymic are the two fundamental 

poles or manifestations of human behaviour, as he called it.  Renate 

Bartsch (1998) showed why metaphor and metonymy are, on the one 

hand, two distinct types of generating new meanings for existing 

expressions, and why, on the other hand, there are many cases which 

can either be viewed as metaphor or as metonymy, without the one 

way of understanding excluding the other. Rene Dirven's (1993) 

pointed out the result after his long time research that whereas 

metonymy can be either literal, non-literal, or figurative, metaphor 

can only be figurative. Furthermore, Beatrice Warren's (1999) 

contribution "An alternative account of referential metonymy and 

metaphor" concentrates most deliberately on the comparison and 

contrast between the two processes. In fact, she sums up and 

analyses all the main commonalities and differences between 

metaphor and metonymy.  

In the researches of Vietnamese works, Nguyen Quang Tuan 

(1994) discussed the words used in Kieu, Dinh Trong Lac and 

Nguyen Thai Hoa (2006) with “Phong cách học Tiếng Việt” focused 

on rhetorical devices and art language. Cu Dinh Tu (1994) shows the 

definition, the classification and functions of kinds of linguistic 

devices with “Phong cách học và đặc điểm tu từ tiếng Việt” and 

comments on words and phrases used in Truyen Kieu are given and 

discussed in “Tìm hiểu từ ngữ Truyện Kiều” by Le Xuan Lit (2001). 
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Moreover, Truyen Kieu has captured an existing position in the heart 

of readers due to cognitive linguistics, it is not surprising that the 

majority of studies that attempt to discover the rhetorical methods of 

this masterpiece such as: Lê Xuân Lít (2007) considers and gave 

comments on words and phrases used in various versions of Truyện 

Kiều. Đào Duy Anh (1974) explored and systematized most of the 

words, expressions, phrases, idioms and proverbs used in Truyện 

Kiều. Trần Đình Sử (2007) criticized literary stylistics of Truyện 

Kiều in the book “Thi Pháp Truyện Kiều”. Tra Thi Thuy Dung 

(2015) investigated into loss and gain in meaning of classic 

references in Truyen Kieu and its English translational version. Phạm 

Thị Ngọc Mến (2010) investigated the syntactic, semantic features, 

and stylistic means of euphemisms in Truyện Kiều and their 

equivalents in the English versions.  

2.2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND   

2.2.1. Definition of Metonymy in general 

In Cognitive Linguistics metonymy has generally been 

described as one form of what Lakoff (1987) calls an idealised 

cognitive model (or ICM). An ICM is an organised conceptual 

structure i.e. a knowledge domain which results from the activity of a 

structuring principle. 

Kovecses & Radden (1998, p.39) provided the definition of 

metonymy that metonymy is a cognitive process in which one 

conceptual entity, the vehicle, provides mental access to another 

conceptual entity, the target, within the same domain or ICM. The 

writers give the definition without mention of the referential use of 

metonymy.  

John R. Taylor (1989) defines metonymy as a figure of speech 

whereby the name of one entity e1 is used to refer to another entity 

e2, which is contiguous to e1.  
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This process of transferred reference is possible in virtue of 

what Nunberg (1978) calls a 'referring function.' There is a referring 

function which permits the name of a container to refer to the contents 

of the container, a referring function permits the name of a producer to 

refer to the product, a subcategory of metonymy is synecdoche; here, 

reference to the whole is made by reference to a salient part. 

Alternatively, the name of an institution may stand for an influential 

person or group of influential persons who work in the institution. 

Metonymy also permits the name of a token to refer to the type.  

Jeannette Littlemore (2015)defined that metonymy is a 

cognitive and linguistic process through which we use one thing to 

refer to another.  

According to Dinh Trong Lac (1994), he gave the definition of 

metonymy in “99 phương tiện và biện pháp tu từ định nghĩa”: 

“Metonymy is the second entity that bases on the actual relationship 

between identified entity and entity whose name is transferred to the 

identified entity.” (“Hoán dụ là định danh thứ hai dựa trên mối liên 

hệ hiện thực giữa khách thể được định danh với khách thể có tên gọi 

được chuyển sang dùng cho khách thể được định danh”). 

Nguyễn Thái Hoà (1995) in “Phong cách học Tiếng Việt” 

defined: “ Metonymy is the style of switching meaning by using a 

typical characteristic or feature of an object to name that object.” 

(“Hoán dụ là phương thức chuyển nghĩa bằng cách dùng một đặc 

điểm hay một nét tiêu biểu nào đó của một đối tượng để gọi tên 

chính đối tượng đó”).  

Đỗ Hữu Châu (1996) discussed in “Từ vựng ngữ nghĩa Tiếng 

Việt” that: “ Metonymy is the style of using the name A of object X 

to call Y if X and Y are in the same category in real life.” (“Hoán dụ 

là phương thức lấy tên gọi A của X để gọi Y nếu X và Y đi đôi với 

nhau trong thực tế”). 
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2.2.2. Conceptual metonymy 

Lakoff & Turner (1989, p.103) pointed out that conceptual 

metonymy differs from conceptual metaphors. In the fact that 

conceptual metaphor involves a mapping across different 

conceptual/cognitive domains while conceptual metonymy is also 

seen as a conceptual mapping which involves only one conceptual 

domain which could be presented in Figure 2.1. 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1. Conceptual mapping of Metonymy (Ruiz de Mendoza, 

1997) 

In order to avoid confusion between conceptual metonymy 

and conceptual metaphor, the theory and diagram about conceptual 

metaphor below are also provided for clarification. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2. Conceptual mapping of Metaphor (P.V.Hoa & 

H.T.Q.Thu, 2018) 
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2.2.3. Classification of Metonymy 

There are some major cases of metonymy: 

- Containment 

- A physical item, place, or body part used to refer to a related 

concept 

- Tools/instruments used to signify the job it does or the 

person who does the job. 

- Product for process 

- A part of something/someone is often used for the whole or 

the whole of something/someone is used for a part. 

- A country's capital or some location within the city is 

frequently used as a metonym for the country's government, other 

important places are commonly used to refer to the industries that are 

located there. 

2.2.4. Theory of Translation 

2.2.4.1 Definitions of translation  

2.2.4.2 Translation equivalence 

2.2.4.3 Literary translation 

2.2.4.4 Translation methods  

2.2.4.5 Translation procedures 

The following are the different translation procedures that 

Newmark (1988b) proposed: 

Literal translation 

Transference 

Naturalization 

Cultural equivalent 

Functional equivalent 

Descriptive equivalent 

Componential analysis 

Synonymy 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capital_city
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Reduction 

Expansion 

Through-translation 

Shifts or transpositions 

Modulation 

Recognized translation 

Compensation 

Paraphrase 

Couplets 

Notes

2.2.5. Profiles of Nguyen Du with Truyen Kieu and the 

translator Michael Counsell. 

2.2.5.1. Nguyen Du’s Life and Career 

2.2.5.2. A brief review of Truyen Kieu 

2.2.5.3. Michael Counsell’s Life and Career  

 

Chapter Three 

RESEARCH METHOD 

3.1. RESEARCH DESIGN  

The research was conducted with the qualitative and 

quantitative approaches in order to satisfy the aims and objectives of 

the study mentioned above accompanied by some other methods 

such as descriptive and analytical methods. The descriptive and 

analytical method were used to give a detailed description of 

metonymic expressions used in Truyện Kiều by Nguyễn Du and their 

equivalents in English version. It seems to be the most popular tool 

in doing any linguistic research since linguistics is by nature a 

descriptive science. 

3.2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.2.1. Sampling and data collection 
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Sampling and data collection are combined as follows: 

The data for analysis are taken from the work Truyen Kieu by 

Nguyen Du and its English version by Michael Counsell published in 

2017. 

There are two steps in the process of getting samples: 

In the first step, after deciding the criteria of metonymic 

expressions used in the Vietnamese version, namely answering the 

question “What are metonymic expressions used in Nguyen Du‟s 

Truyen Kieu?”. The result is 184 metonymic expressions, including 

3 metonymic expressions in the case of tools or instruments used to 

signify the job it does or who does the job, 16 metonymic expression 

in the case of containment, 77 metonymic expressions in the case of 

a part of someone/something is used for the whole, and 88 

metonymic expressions in the case of a phyical item, place or body 

part used to refer to a related concept. 

In the second step, answering the question “ How are these 

metonymic expressions translated into English in the English 

versions?”. The result is (1) 36 MEs in original version are translated 

into MEs in translational version and and (2) 7 expressed through 

Metaphor and (3) 141 metonymic expressions translated into 

translation procedures. 

3.2.2. Data analysis 

Data analysis is considered to be a very important part to point 

out the metonymic expressions in Truyện Kiều by Nguyễn Du and its 

English equivalents. In doing analysis, the researcher has to 

investigate the work Truyện Kiều by Nguyễn Du to seek the samples 

containing expressions of metonymy, then investigate the works 

Kieu Tale‟s English version by the translator Michael Counsell to 

seek the equivalents of Vietnamese MEs. Finally, analyzing the 
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samples carefully then point out how these MEs are translated into 

English in the English version.  

3.3. RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY  

3.4. SUMMARY 

 In short, such parts as research design, data collection and 

data analysis are mentioned in detail in this chapter. Moreover, 

research procedures as well as reliability and validity are also 

presented specifically. Thus, the discussion of findings in chapter 4 

could be described and compared scientifically thanks to the careful 

and reasonable preparation of this chapter. 

 

Chapter Four 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1. MEs IN TRUYEN KIEU OF NGUYEN DU 

On investigating 184 metonymic expressions in Truyện Kiều 

by Nguyễn Du, it is clear that there are common cases in referring 

function applied to these MEs. There are a lot of words as MEs used 

repeatedly; however, due to the different context, the meaning or the 

content each one conveys is different. The results of the investigation 

have pointed out which ME belongs to which case of referring 

function and analysed them specifically in the masterpieces.  

4.2. HOW ARE THESE MEs TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH?  

Nguyen Du uses a lot of Vietnamese MEs in Truyen Kieu and 

this work is translated into English by translator Michael Counsell. 

These MEs are conveyed into their English equivalents through 

translation procedures/ methods or they are transmitted into MEs in 

English version. According to the above results, there are 184 MEs 

used by Nguyen Du in Truyen Kieu. Among them, there are only 36 

samples translated into English MEs in English translation and 148 

remaining are translated by other methods, including 141 MEs 
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translated through translation procedures and 7 samples  translated 

through metaphorical method. 

4.2.1. The Vietnamese MEs are translated into English MEs    

4.2.1.1. The MEs in the case of CONTAINMENT. 

4.2.1.2. The MEs in the case of a physical item, place, or 

body part used to refer to a related concept. 

4.2.1.3. The MEs in the case of a part of someone/something 

used for the whole.   

4.2.1.4. Frequency of procedures for translating Vietnamese 

MEs into English MEs. 

In terms of the translation procedure, the researcher consulted 

the theoretical background of Peter Newmark. As a result, the author 

found out 36 samples in Nguyen Du‟s Truyen Kieu and the similar 

number of English equivalents in the translational version by 

Michael Counsell. Through my investigation, there are 6 procedures 

discovered in translating the MEs‟ with equivalents in the study. 

These procedures are ranked from the highest amount to the lowest 

in the table below. 

Table 4.1. The number and percentage of translation procedures of 

Vietnamese MEs into Enlgish MEs. 

Procedures Occurrences Percentage 

Synonymy 17 47,22% 

Paraphrase 6 16.67% 

Expansion 5 14% 

Modulation 4 11.11% 

Literal translation 3 8.3% 

Cultural equivalent 1 2.7% 

Total 36 100% 

4.2.1.5. Summary 
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4.2.2. The remaining Vietnamese MEs and their English 

equivalents through translation procedures  

4.2.2.1. The Vietnamese MEs are translated into English 

through METAPHOR.  

Metaphor is also one of the ways that translator used to clarify 

the meaning of the metonymic expressions in Nguyen Du‟s Truyen 

Kieu in English version. The translator employed 7 MEs through 

Metaphor in translational version.  

4.2.2.2. The translation procedures used to translate 141 

remaining MEs in Nguyen Du’s Truyen Kieu into English. 

In the study, 141 Vietnamese MEs and their equivalents were 

found out and analyzed by the researcher. Metaphor as well as other 

translation procedures used to convey and interpret the meaning of 

the MEs in the original version – Nguyen Du‟s Truyen Kieu. Beside 

Metaphor, nine translation procedures were discovered in my 

research such as: Modulation, Paraphrase, Compensation, 

Transposition, Synonymy, Expansion, Reduction, Notes and 

Couplet. Then I will show and analyze each category. 

a. Compensation 

This translation procedure occurs when the meaning loss in a 

part of a sentence is compensated in another part, or in a contiguous 

sentence. In other words, the translational version will add the words, 

phrases with the meaning which is lost in the original version. If the 

translation renders literally, no addition of a lost part of the sentence; 

the readers in the TL cannot under the message fully. There are 2 

occurrences for this. 

b. Transposition 

To master the transposition translation procedure, I studied 

and learnt that it is a translation procedure involving a change in the 

grammar from the SL to the TL. Particularly, transposition is the 
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only translation procedure concerned with grammar, and most 

translators make transpositions intuitively. In translating, the 

translator can replace one grammatical form by another grammatical 

form. This translation procedure appears 2 times in this part. 

c. Expansion 

Contrary to the reduction procedure, the expansion translation 

is a procedure which the translator adds words, phrases or sentences 

into the converted text in order to make the reader master more easily 

and thoroughly. In this investigation, there are 5 times of expansion 

procedure applied for translation of MEs in Truyen Kieu. 

d. Couplets 

Couplet is a combination of two or more of the procedures to 

deal with a single problem in translating. This procedure is ranked in 

the second position with 5 occurrences in the whole procedure of 

translating MEs in my research. 

e. Synonymy 

 As defined in previous parts, synonymy is a translation 

procedure where a SL word or expression with a TL expression that 

is nearly. Nevertheless, it is not completely functional equivalent. 

Particularly, translator will use the synonym to render from a SL to a 

TL in order to make the text close to the culture of the SL. 

Synonymy appears 6 occurrences in the whole procedure of 

translating MEs.  

f. Notes 

As mentioned above, notes are additional information in a 

translation to clarify the translated object. There are two samples 

demonstrated for this translation procedure. 

g. Paraphrase 

The type of this translation procedure aims to have further 

explanation of the meaning in the TL text, whereas the text in the SL 
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one is poorly written or contains the implication or omission about 

the meaning. In other words, the translational version will be much 

more detailed than descriptive equivalent in the source text. In this 

investigation, 60 samples of Vietnamese version were paraphrased in 

English version and this makes the procedure be ranked at the first 

position among all translation procedures. 

h. Modulation 

Modulation basically means using a phrase that is different in 

the SL and TL to convey the same idea. Modulation is defined by 

Gerard Hardin and Gynthia Picot (1990) as “a change in point of 

view that allow us to express the same phenomenon in a different 

way”. Modulation help the translator generate a change in the point 

of view of the message without altering its meaning and without 

generating an unnatural feeling in the reader of the target text. This 

procedure occurs 54 times reaching the second position in the total of 

all procedures of translating.  

i. Reduction  

Reduction translation is another translation procedure of MEs 

investigated in this study. It is defined as the omission or deletion of 

the number of elements that form in source text; however, the 

meaning of that text is still retained in the context. With this 

translation procedure, translator can change some in the syntactic 

structure in the original version so that he can make the translated 

version better for readers. There are 5 samples for this translation 

procedure. 

4.2.2.3. Frequency of other translation methods. 
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Table 4.2. The number and percentage of the remaining MEs‟ 

translation procedures. 

Procedures/Methods Occurences Percentage 

Metaphor 7 4.7 

Compensation 2 1.35 

Transposition 2 1.35 

Expansion 5 3.4 

Couplets 5 3.4 

Synonymy 6 4 

Notes 2 1.35 

Paraphrase 60 40.55 

Modulation 54 36.5 

Reduction 5 3.4 

Total 148 100% 

 

4.2.2.4. Summary 

In conclusion, to imply the intention of the writer, the MEs 

were used commonly in Nguyen DU‟s Truyen Kieu. The result is it 

helps to enhance the beauty of the poem through this kind of 

rhetorical style. My study discusses and examines 148 samples of 

MEs in Vietnamese version translated into English equivalents. After 

analyzing clearly, based on the point of view of Peter Newmark, I 

discovered that the MEs are translated under method of Metaphor 

and 9 translation procedures by the translator in the English version. 

They are called such as Compensation, Transposition, Expansion, 

Couplets, Synonymy, Notes, Paraphrase, Modulation and Reduction 

in turn. 

After studying samples and procedures of translating MEs, the author 

of this thesis discovered that Paraphrase was used the most 

popularly by the translator. One of the reasons for this case is that it 
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is considered the best way for translator to employ the meaning of 

MEs as well as the meaning of the whole verses. Another reason is it 

can be used whenever the words or expressions in the original 

version are so complicated and/or bear specific cultural aspects that 

make TT readers find the work difficult to understand. Clearly, it is 

the most typical translation method to not only carry the closest 

messages for readers but also help readers understand the translation 

more deeply. 

 When the Paraphrase is applied to the translation but it still 

does not make the meaning of the original become clearer, the 

translator will use the rest procedures to render from the SL to the 

TL. Modulation basically means using a phrase that is different in the 

SL and TL to convey the same meaning employed in the second rank 

in the whole procedure. It is considered that chaging in point of view 

that allow translator to express the same content in a different way; 

therefore, this helps TT reader to be easy to understand the implicity 

of the original through a suitable translation. The translator used a 

metaphor in the third position to make the subject more relatable to 

the reader or to make a complex thought easier to understand. They 

can also be a tremendous help when he wants to enhance the 

translation with imagery. The translator applies Synonymy when the 

original samples and the translational ones have the same meaning. 

At this time, he must exploit this method in the fourth rank to make 

the readers in the TL master the message profoundly and to have an 

exact understanding. 

Couplets is believed that using two or more procedures of 

translating antithesis will make the translational sentence more 

interesting as well as help the reader understand better. Besides, he 

employed Expansion to have more details in the English equivalents 

if the translational version uses Literal translation which has not met 
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the meaning of the message. Reduction is also applied with the same 

percentage with Couplets and Expansion at the fifth position  in 

translating MEs. Maybe, the expression in the verses of Nguyen Du 

have a little bit verboseness or redundant, that‟s why the translator 

applies this procedure to make the readers in the TL understand more 

easily by omitting unnecessary patterns. 

Transposition, which is the reform the sentence in the original 

version based on the grammatical structure of the TL, is the 

procedure in the same lowest rank with Compensation and Notes in 

this part. This procedure is always employed by the difference of two 

languages. Also, Compensation occurs when loss of meaning in one 

part of a sentence is compensated in another part and notes are 

additional information in a translation. All the translation procedures 

above are applied with the aim to clarify and express the meaning of 

MEs as well as the content of the whole poem. 

Chapter Five 

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 

5.1. CONCLUSION 

First of all, after investigating and analyzing the MEs in the 

whole poem Truyen Kieu of Nguyen Du, I found out that the author 

applied metonymy to a lot of words,  phrases and clauses to convey 

the beauty of language as well as the content of verses. Among the 

rhetorical devices used in Truyen Kieu of Nguyen Du, the researcher 

paid attention to metonymic expressions only and discovered 184 

appearances of MEs, which include 36 samples are translated with 

the same function of metonymy in English version, 7 MEs are 

transmitted through metaphorical method and 141 remainings are 

conveyed under translation procedures. 

Secondly, thanks to the theoretical background of metonymy 

and based on the translation procedures suggested by Peter 
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Newmark, I also investigated the translation of these MEs from 

Vietnamese into English. Through this studying process, I pointed 

out that the translator employed six procedures to translate MEs in 

Vietnamese version into MEs in English version. Their order is 

ranked from the highest frequency to the lowest one as follows: 

Synonymy 

Paraphrase 

Expansion 

Modulation 

Literal translation 

Cultural equivalent 

Similarly, I examined and discovered nine procedures applied 

to render MEs from the Vietnamese original version into the English 

translational version. Their order is as bellows:  

Paraphrase 

Modulation  

Synonymy 

Expansion 

Couplets 

Reduction 

Transposition 

Notes  

Compensation 

Meanwhile, it was found that there are seven MEs applied 

Metaphor to translate by the translator. 

To sum up, after studying 184 MEs mentioned above in both 

Vietnamese and English, it can be seen clearly that the selection 

using the translation procedures of the translator depends on the 

source text. If it is so complicated or has the different references 

throughout different languages, Paraphrase and Modulation are the 
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best choice in this case. However, if there are any cultural 

differences, the rest should be applied to make the target readers 

master better. Through the process of my investigation, it was 

discovered that Paraphrase is the most used procedure for 

translating MEs. Besides translation procedures, metaphor is also a 

method which was employed in translating MEs investigated. 

5.2. IMPLICATION OF THE STUDY 

To some extent, it is expected that the thesis will give a 

valuable contribution to the teaching and learning of metonymy in 

Vietnamese and the translation of these MEs into English. Basing on 

the results of the study, I would like to put forward some suggestions 

and implications for teaching, learning and translating language. 

5.2.1. Implications for Language Teaching and Learning 

Undoubtedly, it is so hard to find out a language in which the 

metonymy are not used. Therefore, in terms of language teaching and 

learning, some implications are noticed as follows: 

On the one hand, in language learning, it is undeniable that 

mastering and employing the MEs in writing in particular and in 

communicating in general is not easy at all. To some extent, the 

result of this study seems to be useful for language learners, 

especially English learners. In details, English learners will be 

widened their knowledge of MEs if they refer to the findings of the 

study. Furthermore, the investigation result of procedures applied for 

translating these MEs from Vietnamese to English will give the 

language learners some better suggestions in this field. Through this 

research, people who are learning language are encouraged to 

employ the metonymy frequently in using language as this act helps 

to make the use of their language more attractively and efficiently. 

Also, they should regularly read the original versions as well as the 
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translational versions of the MEs to improve their language and 

translation capability. 

On the other hand, the thesis provides the teachers some 

suggestions in teaching language, especially English. Firstly, people 

teaching English will have the further references about commonly 

used cases of MEs and their translation procedures from 

Vietnamsese to English on order to teach their language learners. 

Moreover, they are advised to give learners more opportunities to 

approach metonymy employed in English and Vietnamese literary 

works and the translation method of these between two languages. 

Also, the teachers should encourage their students to write the essays 

or communicate using MEs instead of the normal style. As a result, 

their language ability will become more skillful. Or, sometimes the 

English teachers should create the excitement in their class by using 

metonymy in English communicating lessons. 

5.2.2. Implications for Translating 

In order to have a good translational version, it is very 

necessary for translators to own the strong knowledge basis about the 

language as well as cultures, histories feature, characteristics 

between the source country and the target country. Through this 

study, there are some implications for translating as bellows: 

First of all, the translators should respect the original version 

of the writer and his style in using the MEs. If this ME is universal, 

the translators are advised to render it by Literal translation 

procedure. However, if there are some differences of the linguistic 

and cultural elements, the other methods of translating should be 

employed. Nevertheless, the translators should ensure that the 

meanings or implications of the original version are converted 

exactly and fully in the TL version in the most natural way. 

Secondly, to translating MEs successfully and efficiently, the 
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translators master all cases of metonymy used popularly in the work 

of art. From that, they can select the procedures for translation which 

is the most suitable to produce their best translational equivalent. 

Finally, people who are trying to learning how to translate 

language from Vietnamese to English and vice versa should always 

enrich their knowledge about both language and culture of the SL and 

The TL so as to achieve the effective and successful translational 

version. 

5.3. LIMITATION OF THE STUDY 

In fact, there are many approaches to investigate in the data 

which I choose. However, with limited time and my own ability, I 

only focus on analyzing MEs and point out the procedures as well as 

methods for translating of these MEs in Truyen Kieu of Nguyen Du 

and its English equivalents in translational version by Michael 

Counsell. Furthermore, the researcher lacks profound insight and 

explorations due to the limited learning aptitude of the author. 

Therefore, the study expresses some limitations and weaknesses. I 

hope that teachers and friends will give me some ideas and advices in 

order to help me improve my study. 

5.4. SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

My research essentially focused on the most typical used MEs in 

Truyen Kieu by Nguyen Du and the translation procedures or methods 

into English of these MEs. For further study, I would like to suggest 

some researches in this interesting field as possible, including: 

- An investigation into loss and gain of MEs in the English 

translational version of Truyen Kieu by Nguyen Du. 

- An investigation into the features of comparison used in 

Truyen Kieu by Nguyen Du and its English translational version.  

- An investigation into the factors of prosopopoeia in Truyen 

Kieu by Nguyen Du and its English translational version. 


